Flavor, not postingestive, cues contribute to the salience of proteins as targets in aversion conditioning.
Proteins have proven to be more salient targets for aversion conditioning than carbohydrates. The present studies examined the contribution of flavor and postingestive factors to the salience of proteins as targets in aversion conditioning in the rat. Two methods for separating flavor and postingestive cues were used, sham feeding and intragastric gavage. Both methods agreed in indicating that postingestive consequences of protein consumption were neither necessary nor sufficient for the development of more severe protein than carbohydrate aversions. Differences in palatability did not appear likely to be the basis of protein salience because when acceptability or palatability of the nutrient solutions was matched, aversions to protein continued to be more severe. Differences in odor intensity of nutrient solutions may be important because when an odorant was added to a carbohydrate solution, the severity of aversions to protein and carbohydrate was no longer different. These results indicate that the presence of both taste and odor cues in target nutrients may contribute importantly to their salience.